


Description
Blog Commenting is about posting comments 

in blogs with a backlink to the promoted 

website. You’ll be searching for blogs in the 

usual way using .Google Blogs
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relevant to your topic in the 

search box. For example: “geek news”.

In order to get rid of unnecessary blogs, 

which do not have a commenting option, 

you 

“intext: leave a comment”.

This operator will direct the search system 

to seek for the text “Leave a comment”, 

which means that you can write a comment       

on this page.

Enter a query 

add the following simple and effective 

operator to the query

click  the Search button,

It’s important to use the most recent 

articles, that is from the first 10 SERP pages.

We are about to start developing an IOS 

app for the show. We would like to hear 

from you about what features you would 

like in the app. Leave us comments below 

so we can start building a feature list. 

Who  knows which features we will be 

able to shove into your phone. We look 

forward to hearing from you.

When you  you 

will receive the results. But nothing terrible will happen if you leave 

a comment to an older article, let’s say from 

Your task is to follow links from SERP, 2005.

scan through the articles and leave a 

comment that corresponds to the subject 

and content of the article.

A comment to an older article:

http://techtards.com/2011/tech-tards-

developing-an-ios-app/
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Figure 1. Add the operator to the query.

1. Finding Blogs
Open Google Blogs.
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After reading the article you can write the   Skip the website where you can’t leave a 

text of your comment on the basis of above- comment that you’d sign with your name or 

mentioned indications. site, and move on to the next one.

Too social is as bad as anonymous.

A comment like this is more likely to be 

approved by the moderator. The more time 

you spend on the comment, the bigger the 

chances are for it to be approved. Though, 

of course, don’t overdo it.

When you’re done with the comment, you Sometimes you might come across websites 

need to  with information that have fields such as ‘Name’ and 

about you. n most cases you’ll be asked to ‘Location’. In this case you don’t need to 

provide your name, email and website. This write anything in the ‘Location’ field 

can be easily scripted via Roboform. (‘Location’ would be your territorial 

location).

It’d be better to skip such sites.

facebook.com

Also, you wouldn’t be interested in websites 

that don’t convert the ‘Website’ field  and tie 

it up to the ‘Name’ field. In the end, you get 

your promoted request without being tied to 

an anchor, that is as text only.

For example:

Wow, that sounds awesome! I’d like the 

app to be social and google-friendly. Is it 

hard to include such features? That would 

be totally cool!

 fill out the form

Lately, more and more blogs introduce 

social plugins for websites; they allow 

posting comments using social network 

accounts, such as .
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Figure 4. Comment form with moderation.

Figure 5. Comment form without a ‘Website’ field.

Figure 2. Such a form may look like this...

Name *

Email *

Website
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Post to Facebook Posting as Jennifer (Not you?)

Figure 3.        Facebook social plugin.
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Actually, there are some blogs that do not That means that the field ‘Website’ 

allow you to post your website in to the shouldn’t necessarily contain an addres 

proper field. In that case it’s suggested that ;

you try to post a necessarily contain an it can also look like this—

address comment. .

You add such links marking them as ‘No-Link’ Then you need to click the ‘Post a 

in order not to waste your time anymore comment’ button.

commenting on these websites again.

Since most blogs are moderated now, you 

won’t see your comment posted right away. 

You might need to wait for a while before 

the moderator of the website verifies your 

comment and approves it (if he likes it, of 

course). You’ll see the result only when he 

does that.

After submitting a comment you need to put 

the information in the report in the following 

format—URL and Status (Approved for 

comments that are submitted immediately, 

Pending for those awaiting moderation).

At the end of each day you need to place a 

break line after the last comment or make 

it a different color.

You need to introduce an anchor that you You don’t need to post more than one 

want to promote in the ‘Name’ field. comment on one website. Not even on 

different pages.

In the ‘Email’ field you enter an address, One website = one comment.

preferably not used by you, because this 

way websites increase their number of Don’t post comments in blogs hosted on 

subscribers. Note that the email must be free social blog networks, such as 

created on a known and secure mail *.blogspot.net, *.wordpress.com, etc.  more 

server, like google.com or yahoo.com. than once.

The ‘Website’ field must contain the address 

of the promoted site. If you want to promote 

internal pages, you can also enter their 

addresses here.

http://webhostinggeeks.com

http://webhostinggeeks.com/page1/

Figure 6. Comment form than does not tie ‘Website’
to the ‘Name’ field
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Watch a short video (07:40)

about posting

comments: .click here
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2. Ways of Approving Comments
    by Moderators

You get a message stating “Comment In this case you should look at the URL. 

moderation has been enabled” before you After submitting a comment it should 

posted a comment. become something like this: .

You get a message after you posted The appearance of the word ‘comment’ at 

your comment: “Your comment will be the end of the line means that your 

approved after moderation.” comment has been sent to the database for 

further moderation. Such links are also 

Sometimes, you can see the comment you marked as ‘Pending’.

left, but it has a hovering status that says  

“Your comment is awaiting moderation.” Automatic submission.

In such cases, in the report, you put a It means that moderation is disabled.

‘Pending’ status next to the links.

Nothing happens, the page updates 

automatically and there is no sign of 

moderation whatsoever.

The comment is sent for moderation 

without a message.

click here

Figure 7. Typical comment moderation message after posting a comment.
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First of all, check out what  (PR) means — The icon shows that the page’s PR is 5.

You can find out the page PR by using third-party  

sites such as . .

Another option is installing an add-on called Enter the page address into the  

. You need to know the PR green field.

of every page you leave your comment on. 

Roughly speaking, the higher the PR, the more Click ‘Check PR’.

valuable the link is. Click ‘Check PR’. You’ll get redirected to a 

page where you’d have to enter a verifica-

By means of an add-on you can easily find out the tion code to confirm you’re not a bot.

page’s PR—the dd-on icon at the top right corner 

of the browser will get a little figure. It will be the 

PR you needed to know. You may also include it in 

the report.

Page Rank .

PRChecker.info PRChecker.info

Another way to check a site’s PR is using

Chrome SEO Site Tools

3. Page Rank

Figure 8. Prchecker.info main page.
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Enter the code and press ‘Verify Now’. 

If you entered the right code, you’ll see the 

following: 

As you can see, the PR of this page is 9.

The second way to check a page’s PR takes more 

time, so it’s recommended to use a plugin 

for the browser.

PR-check add-ons are also available for Firefox—

.Seo Site Tools
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Figure 9. PR-Checker's anti-bot verificator.

Figure 10. PR-Checker defining YouTube's Page Rank.
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Administrators of many blogs install a ‘nofollow’ 

attribute for outgoing links from comments. This 

serves to reduce the amount of spam in 

comments. 

When SEO optimizers found out that they 

can promote their own sites by spam-

ming blogs, they started doing that.

Of course, blog owners weren’t thrilled 

about it, so Google helped them fight 

spam invasions by introducing the 

nofollow attribute.

By now almost all blogs operate

with this attribute.

‘Nofollow’ is a link attribute which contains 

an indication for the search bot not to 

follow the link it’s tied to.

<a href="http://www.example.com/" 

rel= >Yellow Submarine Link Text</a>

Your link won’t bring reasonable benefit to the 

website it points to. Therefore you should try and 

skip blogs which have a ‘nofollow’ attribute.

We elaborated a  diagram that shows the percent-

age of blogs with nofollow and without it, created 

in 2011, which is based on the research of work-

ers who comment in blogs. The majority of blogs 

have a ‘nofollow’ attribute installed by default.

Example: 

"nofollow"
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Rel—“nofollow”

4.
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–Blogs with nofollow

–Blogs without nofollow

Figure 11. Percentage of blogs with and without ‘nofollow’.
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On the average, only 8 blogs out of 100 don’t After this, all links that have a ‘nofollow’ attribute 

have a nofollow. Blogs were randomly taken will be .

from Google Blogs SERP. Blogs without nofollow 

are quite trustful and have a PR above 4.

Hey guys, the new update has been 
In order to check what type of link is installed by 

released and is waiting to be cracked.
the blog owner, you can use the previously 

This update solves all problems in the 
mentioned add-on for Google Chrome—

game. Here is the update:
SEO Site Tools. You only need to tick ‘Show 

NoFollow’ in the options panel.

 marked red

Like this:

http://www.multiupload.com/9UYDEP231Z

Show NoFollow

Figure 12. SEO Site Tools window.
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Your comment should reflect the topic Be sure to pay attention to the date of 

of the article, the last comment.

Comments can be taken from materials 

which will be published a bit later.

Your comment shouldn’t contain links 

to external resources

Your comment shouldn’t contain foul Don’t use too many HTML tags in your 

language comment

Your comment shouldn’t have too many 

exclamation (!!!!!) or question (?????) 

marks.

 no matter how simple it  If the last one was 

might sound. It may answer the questions posted more than a month ago, writing 

that the author of the article possibly asked. yours won’t have any sense. Some blogs 

It may not. You can address the author and close the commenting option after a 1-3 

ask him questions. You can praise the month timeframe.

author. You can argue with other users. 

Everything goes, as long as your comment is 

on the topic and to the point.  

Those comments have to be carefully 

proofread and put on trusted blogs like 

, except rare cases mattcutts.com. You should place a bigger 

when it is appropriate. emphasis on quality rather than quantity.

, or calls for violence/racism. That , especially <a></a>. Sometimes 

is forbidden everywhere around the Internet. you may use formatting tags, such as 

<b></b>, <i></i>, but keep them at a 

minimum. 

 It’s also forbidden to write the entire 

comment in capital letters—that equals 

shouting. If you want to stress something— 

include it in the text so it’s inside, not 

outside of it.
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Sometimes after submitting a comment you such blogs. At the moment, we haven’t yet 

can get a message which signals that you’re studied the technology of spam-filters exten-

sending spam. sively. We’ll update this section as soon as 

we find out more.

In this case, it’s better to skip this website 

and refrain from placing comments on this 

blog in the future. You also need to put such 

sites into the ‘Blacklist’ category to prevent 

your co-workers from wasting their time on 

Spam-Filters

5. How to Write Comments— Tips and Tricks
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Q: What if there’s no ‘website’ field in the form? A: Livejournal.com is a social blogging network. 

(Should I insert it in the comment like <a Don’t place your comments on such blogs.

href="site">text</a>?)

Q: For a single query, for example, "latest news 

A: Comments containing HTML tags along with intext:leave a comment"—how many pages 

links to external resources won’t get through (5,10 or 25) should I view before I can change 

moderation. Skip the blogs that don’t have a the phrase?

‘website’ field.

A: There are no particular rules for that. Just see 

Q: What should I do with "Comment as: that the date of the article is as close to the 

Name/URL" on blogspot.com websites? current date as possible. The article should be 

fresh.

A: Don’t leave comments on social blog net-

works. Exception: if the website works on Q: How can I skip websites that don’t have a 

blogspot.com engine base, but doesn’t have field to enter the website’s URL? From 50 blogs, 

blogspot.com in the URL. For example: Don’t only 10 or less have that option.

post on—site.blogspot.com. Post on—site.com.

A: The answer will be provided as soon as I find 

Q: What if the comments don’t appear on the out about this from other experts.

website? Most likely they haven’t been moder-

ated yet. Should I save the link or move on? Q: I left a comment with all the required infor-

mation (Name/Email/Website), but the backlink 

A: Save the link and move on. Types of modera- to the promoted website doesn’t work. How 

tion are described above. should I mark this link—‘Pending’, ‘Approved’ or 

otherwise?

Q: What should I do with the email? I have a 

fake account, can I use it? A: Mark them as ‘Non-link’ in order to never 

comment on these blogs again.

A: Yes, it’s better to use an email account that 

you don’t need, otherwise you’ll automatically 

get subscribed and receive a lot of unnecessary 

letters. Note that email addresses that end with 

*.mail.ru; *.bk.ru, *.online.ua, etc. are more 

prone to be blocked by spam filters.

Q: How should I deal with Livejournal.com? 

Ignore or register?

6. FAQ
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Ruslan Marchenko is a beginning SEO optimizer 

in the Ephemeral Office. Ruslan deals with 

creating tasks on blog commenting for 

employees. In this booklet he contributed to the 

elaboration of the main text, chart compiling, and 

data collection.

Anastasiya Pirogova, Andrey Losev,  

Tatyana Zhuk: gathering statistics.

Ecaterina Albu: proofreading and editing.

Mary Sergeeva: cover design.

Sergey Mikhailov: layout.

7. About the Author

Year of publication: 2012

Colophon
The booklet is set in . 

Headlines are set in .

The cover is set in:  by Mary Sergeeva, 

. 

Making the right choice when it comes to 

choosing a webhosting is never an easy task, 

neither for a rookie, nor for a pro. Our concise 

guides revolve around the all-encompassing topic 

of webhosting, providing solutions and points of 

view that you might not think of. We strive to 

boldly go where few dared to venture in matters 

of detail and perspective. Our geek mission is to 

highlight these solutions and serve them to you, 

for whatever site you build—a tiny personal blog, 

an important volunteer project or a sizeable 

business.
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